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ADDENDA 

"The values of C161 and C163 have been set to allow a 
gentle roll off below 100 cycles audio response. This 
is done to prevent low frequency transients and thumps 
from c'using excessive deviation and loss of carrier 
from momentarily kicking the transmitter off the air. 
These low frequency transients and thumps may exist in 
equipment external to the Exciter Unit, such as when 
the tone arm on a Turntable is dropped. 

If it is desired to have practically flat response, 
below 100 'cycles, the value of 0161- should be changed 
to .1 nfd. and the value of C163 should be changed to 
.01 or .02 mfd." 

ECN-8320 
7/28/60 - 1 - M-5534, M-5534A 
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ADDENDA M -5534 EXCITER 

1. Choke L128 has been added between junction 
of (C102 & XHR101 -3) and junction of (R101 
& Xv101 -1) . 

2. The rotor side of C110 is now connected 
directly to a chassis ground. 

ECN -843 5 
11/4/60 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Power output: 0 - 10 watts, continuously variable 

Frequency: 88 - 108 Mc. 

ap Output Impedance: 51 - 72 ohms 

Frequency Stability: + .001% 

Type of Oscillator Circuit: Direct Crystal Control 

Type of Modulation: Phase shift employing pulse techniques 

Modulation Capability: + 100 Kc 100/ Modulation equals 
+ 75 Kc 

Audio Input Impedance: 600 ohms 

Audio input level for 
100j6 modulation at 400 cycles: + 10 dbm, + 2 db 

Overall Audio Frequency Response: .iithin 1 db of standard 75 microsecond 
pre -emphasis curve or flat + 1 db 50 
to 15,000 cycles depending on speci- 
fications of plug -in audio pad. 

Distortion at 100% Modulation: 1% or less, 50 to 100 cycles. 
.5% or less, 100 to 10,000 cycles. 
1% or less, 10,000 to 15,000 cycles. 

FMI noise: 

AM noise: 

Power input: 

Tube complement: 

5/26/58 

65 db below 100ií modulation at 400 
cycles or better. 

60 db below equivalent 100% ampli- 
tude modulation. 

Approximately 120 watts when exciter 
is .gutting out full 10 watts. (1 
ampere at 117 volts.) 

Approximately 6 watts (intermittent) 
crystal oven circuit. 

7 - 61-L ̀ .l6 

1 - 6AQ5 
3 - 6J6 
1 - 12AT7 
3 - 12AX7 
2 - 0A2 
1 - GZ34/5AR4 
1 - 6080 
1 - 6360 

-1- M5534 Exciter 
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INTRODUOTION 

All 'M transmitters require a device that will supply an RF driving 
voltage of sufficient amplitude to drive a succeeding amplifier stage 
to the required output power level. In addition, this device must 
have necessary provisions made for frequency modulating the carrier 
the proper amount. 

These require__Zents are filled by the M.I5534 Exciter Unit. The Exciter 
panel is standard 19° wide for rack mounting. Height is 14 ". A rear 
dust cover is provided that extends 2/2" beyond the back of the panel. 
This dust cover is held on by four 'acorn" nuts easily removed from 
the front of the panel. The highest unit on the front of the panel 
is the crystal oven which extends 41/2" beyond the panel proper. 

The unit is complete with its own power supply. It is light in weight 
(21.5 lbs.). This makes it very easy to remove the unit from the cab- 
inet or rack in which it is mounted and to place it on a bench. All 
that is needed to operate tae unit is an AC cord connected from TB101- 
7 & 8 to a 117 V. a.c. outlet. 

INSTALLATION 

Generally speaking, when the exciter unit is received at the point 
of operation, it will be mounted in a cabinet along with additional 
amplifier stages. The unit finds its greatest usage in driving 50 
watt and 250 watt amplifier stages. With some additional external 
metering, the unit becomes a colaplete 10 watt FM transmitter. 

Forced air cooling is not required for the unit. .sufficient ventila- 
tion should be allowed to provide normal circulation and updraft at 
least for the front of the panel where all of the tubes are mounted. 

External wiring to the unit consists of the following: 

1. A shielded, twisted pair cable that connects to TB101 -1, 2, 3. 

The shield should connect to TB101 -3 which is ground. These are the 
audio input terminals. Audio requirements for. 100,Q modulation are 
approximately + 10 dbm anc_ input impedance is 600 ohms. 

2. Two wires that connect to TB101 -7, 8. These wires are to provide 

opArattng voltages for the unit . Requirements are 117 V. 
ampere. 

3. Two wires to connect to TB101 -9, 10. Tais provides operating 
voltage for tA.e crystal oven. Requirements are 117 V. a.c. at about 
6 watts intermittent service. 

In addition, if the exciter unit is used to supply B+ to some other 
unit, a wire must be connected from iB1O1 -6 to the other unit. And 
additional 20 to 30 ma. at 320 volts may be drawn from this terminal 
when the excitor is transmitting a full 10 watts. If output power 
from the exciter unit can be reduced to 3 or 4 watts, up to 50 ma. 
may be drawn from TB101 -6. 

5/26/58 -2- M5534 Exciter 
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.i 
If the power amplifier stage of the exciter unit (V113) is to be 
externally metered, the jumper connecting TB101 -5 and 6 shoald be 
removed. A wire should then be connected from TB101 -5 to the posi- 
tive terminal of the external milliammeter and a wire should be con- 
nected from TB101 -6 to the negative terminal of the milliammeter. 
The final stage will draw about 65 ma. when output power is 10 watts. 
The external milliammeter s.lould have a minimum full scale deflection 
of 100 ma. If tubes and /or other components have been removed for 
shipping, refer to drawing A -31359 for general location of parts. 

PRE-OPERATION 

In almost all cases, the exciter unit has been properly tuned up to 
customer frequency at the Gates plant. If all tubes and other com- 
ponents are properly in place, wires connected, etc., the exciter 
may be placed into ,operation by turning .101 to the ''0ìi'' position. 
l.lis switch is located in the primary circuit of T103. :-reference to 

drawing A -31359 will help in getting familiar with general location 
of major components. Jhen it is turned "ON'' both the filament voltage 
and the B+ voltage come on to all tubes. The rectifier tube is of 
the slow heating, indirect cathode type tube and positive voltage 
will not exist for perhaps 20 seconds. After this length of time, 
the exciter power output will come up. 

The only adjustments that will have to be made are to tune C159 
(output coupling) and C158 (V113 plate tune) for maximum power 
output into a load, follo;aing stage, or antenna. Final adjustment 
of C158 and C159 should be done only after the exciter has come up 
to full operating temperature. This will take about 15 minutes 
after first turning the unit on. Stray capacities of tubes tend 
to change slightly as the tube warms up. A small change of even 
1/4 mmf. can considerably de -tune a circuit operating in the VHF range. 

Frequency adjust control C102 should be set to the value given in the 
factory test data sheet. Oven pilot lamp A101 will start cycling 
after the over heater has been on for about 20 minutes. The crystal 
oven doesn't really stabilize until it has been on for about an hour. 
If after this length of time, the carrier center frequency does not 
agree with that as shown on a frequency monitor of know accuracy, 
re- adjust C102 for proper center frequency. 

Normal cycling of oven pilot lamp A101 will be "ON" 1/3 and "OFF" 
2/3 time wise for a room temperature of 75 degrees. 

A quick check of the B+ voltage is advisable. This can be done by 1 

placing the negtive probe of a 20,000 ohms per /volt meter into a 
black test point, TP120 or TP121, and the positive probe into TP119. 
The volte.eter should read near +320 volts DC. 

5/26/58 -3- M5534 Exciter 
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DAILY OPERATION 

It is considered general good practice to arrange wiring and control 
circuits so t:.lat the crystal oven heater operates independently of 
the main power switch. If this is done and the crystal oven remains 
°ON" all the time, the exciter will be close to center frequency 
even from a cold start. Power requirements for the oven are about 6 

watts and this only intermittently. On a presumed basis of the oven 
being "OiH one third of the time, the oven would use only 2 watts of 
power per hour. 

Assuming that the crystal oven is "ON" continuously, then the only 
thing that needs to be done in the normal days operation is to turn 
the main power "ON ' when starting the broadcasting day and "OFP° 
when finished. Inmost cases, this will be accomplished when the 
low voltage switch is turned on in the transmitter whether the trans- 
mitter be 250, 1000 or 5000 watts. 

If the exciter is turned on 10 or 15 minutes before "AIP.° time, no 
other adjustments shoald be necessary. The exciter will reach 80 
to 90% of full power in about 5 minutes and full power in 10 to 
15 minutes. This assumes that the unit was 'fine tuned' while 
thoroughly warmed up. 

5/26/58 -4- M5534 Exciter 
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THORY OF Oi'ii[: ,î:ION _L:TD IT rLJNATION OF CI 2CJITiY 

Of all the known methods used to generate a frequency modulated_ gnat, 

the one used in the exciter unit is the simplest and most straight 
forward, Since the si nal generation depends upon direct crystal 
c©ntro1., the output frequency will be very stable. In addition, tuned 
circuits will be uncritical in operation and low cost receiving type 
tubes may be used in the majority of circuits. 

Frequency Multipliers 
(V105 through V112) 

It is standard within the FM broadcast Of 88 to 108 Mcs that 100%0 

modulation shall be + 75 Kc /s. It is also required that any Fli 
transmitter operating within this band be capable of + 100 lic /s swing. 

This means that a 100 Mcs carrier for example, must be capable of 
instantaneously moving from 99.9 Mcs to 100.1 Mcs.' This moving back 
and forth or frequency swing as it may be called is caused by applied 
audio. The carrier, therefore, instantaneously swings back and forth 
the required amount at the audio frequency rate. The amount of fre- 

quency swing is also referred to as frequency deviation. 

There are, at present, no known circuits that will produce the required 
amount of frequency deviation directly at operating frequency. It 

is necessary then to substitute the best circuit possible that will 
produce maximum frequency deviation and then.multiply or increase 
the amount of frequency deviation by additional circuits. This is 
the purpose of frequency multiplier circuits. 

Assume that we have a circuit operating at 116 Kos that is capable 
of producing instantaneous _frequency excursions of 116 cycles when 
the circuit is modulated by an audio frequency. The best method 
to increase both frequency deviation due to modulation and to raise 
the frequency is to use a frequency multiplier circuit. Refer to 
Pig_ 1.: 348 KC ,34$ Cycles 

5/26/58 

WOO 

Fig. 1, Frequency Multiplier Circuit, Tripler. 

-5- 1"15534/M5672 
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A series of sharp spikes or pulses is being applied to the grid of 
Vl. For the moment assume no modulation. The pulses are being ap- 
plied at a frequency rate of 116 Kcs. The plate circuit of Vl con- 
sisting of I,1, Cl is tuned to three times 116 Kcs or 348 Kos. As 
each of the sharp spikes occuring at 116 Ics arrives at the grid 
of Vl, the tube suddenly conducts and shocks the plate circuit of 
Vl into oscillation at its resonant frequency of 348 Ics. If a 
scope were connected directly to the plate of Vl, these oscillations 
would appear as s!aown in Fig. 2 below 

A B C 

Fig. 2, Typical recovered Waveform Frequency Tripler 

These,oscillations it will be noted are damped. This is a necessary 
condition for a frequency multiplier circuit and indicates a lower- 
ing of the "0" or efficiency factor of that circuit. In fact, the 
"Q" has been intentionally lowered by a resistor connected across i,l. 

This resistor also broadens the bandwidth of the Ll, Cl combination 
to the necessary 35 =;_c bandwidth. 

If the "X' of the Ll, Cl combination were very high and some regener- 
ation were present in V1, tiffe circuit would probably 'take off 
and oscillate on its own. 'J3ven if this did not take place the cir- 
cuit would be "stiff" in that when the 116 Lc. driving pulses shifted 
due to frequency modulation, the flywheel effect of the plate circuit 
of Vl would prevent the circuit from following faithfully and distor- 
tion would result. 

`:le said that the maximum frequency deviation of our 116 Kc driving 
pulses was + 116 cycles when modulation was applied. This means 
that on one -half of the audio cycle, the pulses instantaneously move 
to 116,116 cycles and on the other half of the audio cycle they move 
to 115,884 cycles. The effect of this upon V1 is as follows; the 
plate circuit of Vl which is broadly resonant to 348 Kc will in- 
stantaneously oscillate at three times 116,116 cycles or at 348,348 - -- --- 

cycles and then instantaneously oscillate at three times 115,884 
cycles or at 3479652 cycles. Total frequency deviation in the plate 
circuit of V1 due to frequency modulation is thus 348,348 minus 
3489000 cycles and 348,000 minus 347,652 cycles or a frequency de- 
viation of + 348 cycles. The driving frequency of 116 "Xc has thus 
been tripled to 348 Kc. Frequency deviation due to applied modula- 
tion has been tripled from + 116 cycles to + 348 cycles. This is 
the basic reasoning of any frequency multiplier circuit. If the 
frequency is tripled, frequency deviation due to modulation is tripled. 
If the frequency is doubled, frequency deviation due to modulation is 
doubled. 

5/26/58 -6- Ní5534/1,15672 
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The tuned combination of C2, L2 and C3, L3 form a type of bandpass 
filter trat removes the amplitude variation of 116 'mac from the 348 
zc signal coming from the plate circuit of Vl. 1'he grid current 
of V2 is thereby fed with a pure sine wave of 348 Kc. Bandwidth 
and coupling is determined by the values used for the two coupling 
condensers labeled CL. If amplitude variations of 116 Kc are not 
removed from the 348 signal, the carrier will tend to become 
phase modulated at the driving frequency of 116 Kc causing spurious 
frequencies to appear at the output of the exciter. Necessary band- 
width of circuitry between Vl and V2 is determined by the highest 
modulating frequency and the frequency deviation. For these cir- 
ct.its it figures out to be about 35 Kc. 

Circuitry between V1 and V2 described in the previous paragraphs 
has for all practical purposes been °lifted° and used in the M5534 
exciter unit. Referring to drawing C- 78064, which is the overall 
schematic, V105 has been substituted for V1 in Figure 1 and V106 
has been substituted for V2. .2he intervening circuitry between 
V105 and V106 on the overall schematic corresponds closely to inter- 
vening circuitry between Vl and V2 in Fig. 1. 

It was explained previously how a series of pulses occuring at 116 
Kc with a frequency deviation of + 116 cycles could be converted to 
a sine wave at 348 Kc with a frequency deviation of + 348 cycles. 
Let us observe the action of a frequency doubler stage with the sine 
wave of 348 Kc applied. .Refer to Fig. 3. 

V2 

C X 

696 KG. 
n r\-ft + Cu6 CYCI.FS 

- E/A - 

348 KG 
±34 3CYc_-ES 

L_ _. _ ___ 
Fig. 3, Frequency Multiplier Circuit, Doubler. 

In Fig. 3, a sine wave of 348 Kc is being applied to the grid of a 
vacuum tube, V2. V2 has been biased well into the class "C° region 
to increase efficiency. V2 will, therefore, not be conducting over 
much of the applied AC signal at 348 Kc. This is shown by the dotted 
lines drawn through the 348 Kc signal at the grid of V2. As the ap- 
plied signal rises over the dotted lines, V2 suddenly conducts and 

5/26/58 -7- M5534 
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shock excites the resonant circuit in the plate side of V2 into os- 
cillation at its resonant frequency which in this case would be two 
times 348 Kc or 696 he. The waveform observed at the plate of V2 
would appear as shown in Fig. 4 below. 

Fig. 4, Ty,.:ical =recovered Waveform, Frequency Doubler 

The waveform observed in Fig. 4 is again damped similar to the wave- 
form noted in Fig. '2 for the frequency tri_?ler stage. Now, however, 
every other cycle is the same instead of every third cycle. In ad- 
dition, the amplitude component shown by the dotted lines will be at 
the.348Kc driving frequency. This amplitude component is removed 
by the filtering action of L2, C2 and proper bandwidth of approxi- 
mately 35 Kc is determined by coupling condenser CX. 

Then the driving frequency of 348 Lc applied to the grid of V2 in- 
stantaneously swings to 348 is plus 348 cycles or 348,348 Kc, the 
tuned circuit in the plate side of V2 will double to two times 348, 
348 Kc or 696,696 Kc. .ihen the driving frequenc;, of 348 Kc instan- 
taneously swings to 348 Kc minus 348 cycles or 347,652 Kc, the 
tuned circuit in the plate side of V2 will double to two times 347, 
652 Kc or 695,304 Kc. It is apparent that while our fre( uency was 
doubled from 348 Kc to 696 Kc, our deviation was also doubled. 
696,696 minus 696 lac gives us 696 cycles deviation on the positive 
side. 696 minus 695,304 gives us 696 cycles deviation on the 
negative side. 

Circuitry of Fig. 3 has again been 'lifted' and substituted directly 
into the M5534 exciter unit. On th.e overall schematic C- 78064, V2 
of Fig. 3 corresponds to V106 and V3 of Fig. 3 corresponds to V107. 
Intervening circuitry between V2 and V3 of Fig. 3 corresponds closely 
to the intervening circuitry between V106 and V107. 

We have seen how a signal of 116 Kc with a frequency swing of 116 
cycles has been raised to a frequency of 696 Inc with a frequency 
swing of 696 cycles with two stages of frequency multipliers. It 
remains for the succeeding frequency multiplier stages following 
V107 to raise the frequency to approximately 100 lit. and frequency 
deviation due to modulation to 100Kc. 

5/26/58 -8- M5534 
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If we take ou_^ original signal of 116 Kc (.116 iic) and by frequency 
multiplier stages multiply the frequency 864 times, the output fre- 

- 
neJr will_ be 1007224 Kc or approximately 100.2 iic. Our original 

signal had a frequency swing of 116 cycles or .116 Kc. Multiplying 
this frequency swing of 864, the final output frequency of 100.2 e 
will have a frequency swing of 100.2.24 Kc. It is apparent that 
these figures meet wit :i the FCC requirements of a capability of 100 
Kc swing. The frequency multiplication factor of 864 has been used 
in the l'í5534 exciter unit. Actually, the 116í'c originating signal 
'is capable of greater swins than 116 cycles at audio modulating fre- 
quencies higher t.:ian about 40 cycles. The lowest audio modulating 
frequency is usually the most difficult to reproduce faithfully in 
any frequency modulation system. Too, in normal operation the maxi- 
mum swing at output frequency is limited to 75 _. :c swing (100/ modu- 
lation 88 to 108 ;:c,)o This means that the original signal has to 
have a swing of only 75 Kc or 87 cycles which makes the problem 

864 
of low distortion easier by backing down somewhat from the maximum 
requirements of the system. 

3 Cages V105 through V112 of the ií5534 exciter are all frequency 
mltiplier stages and their operation follows closely the reason - 
ing explained in a preceeding paragraph. All of the multiplier 
stages in the M5534 exciter either double or trigle the frequency. 
The multiplication factor of each stage may be determined by refer - 
ence to functional block diagram C- 77972. This drawing also shows 

multiplication factor of each stage, frequency range of each 
stage, how many times cry3tal frequency has been multiplied and 
general location of test points. 

V105 through V109 are so called "single ended stages and are all 
6 íU6 pentode tubes, V110 through V112 are so called ''push -push' 
stages and are all 6J6 twin triode tubes. The grids of these "push- 
push" stages are connected in normal "push -pull ' fashion but the 
p__ates are connected in parallel. iith ty.)e of connection, 
the plate circuit receives two pulse~ for every complete cycle of 
RP drive in the grid circuit. This makes it a natural for fre- 
auenJy doubling service since this circuit will not amplify a 
fundamental frequency and will not triple. It will only double 
or quadruple. The quadruple frequency will, however, be oat of 
the tuning range of the stage and in addition will be much lower 
in outputs 

'-ecessity or use of circuitry between Vl ̂9 and V110 may be questioned. 
Reference in particular is made to J1.01, J102 and the short coax- 
ial cable jumper between them. The combination of 1,110, 0137 and 
C138 tunes the plate circuit of V109 to the proper resonant fre- 
quency. 0137 and i138 are ir;.y.ed.ance -transforming condensers that 
change the high impedance output of V109 to about 51 ohms at J101. 
This makes it possible to carry the output of V109 over a consider - 
able length of coaxial cable to another amplifier stage without 
se rious attenuation. From this external amplifier, another length 
of coaxial cable may be brought back to J102. The condenser combina - 
tions of C139, 0140 and C141 then transform the 51 ohm impedance 

5/26/58 -9- M5534 
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back to a high impedance in addition to resonating L111 to operating 
frequency. 

J101 and J102 are used specifically for the purpose of inserting 
multiplex sub- carriers on the main carriers. If the main carrier 
is not being multiplexed, J101 connects directly to J102 by a 
short jumper and for all practical purposes L110 is capacitively 
coupled to Llll and the operation of V109 and V110 is treated the 
same as any of the other frequency multiplier stages in the exciter. 

Power Amplifier : 3tage 
(V113) 

Output power from the last frequency multiplier stage, V112 is on 
the order of .2 watts. This power is inductively coupled to the 
grid circuit of V113, the power amplifier stage. Power output of 
this amplifier stage is on the order of 10 watts. V113 consists 
of a self -neutralizing, twin tetrode with a common screen and 
cathode. Coupling between L116 (plate circuit of V112), and L117 
(grid circuit of V1133) is variable so that maximum drive may be 
coupled into V113. The coupling between L118 (plate circuit of 
V113) and L119 (output coupling coil) is also adjustable for proper 
loading of the plate circuit of V113 so that maximum efficiency 
may be enjoyed. In addition, coupling may also be varied consider- 
ably by C159 to match a wide variation. of load impedances and ter- 
minations as may occur when coupling the exciter unit into a suc- 
ceeding amplifier stage. An output control (8155) varies screen 
voltage from zero to about 175 volts DC so that tae amplifier 
stage may be tuned up for best efficiency and the output power 
adjusted exactly to the desired amount. A cathode resistor (_1153) 
biases the amplifier stage to a safe value to prevent serious dam- 
age in case of drive failure. 

Derivation of Frequency Modulated Pulses 
(V101 through V104) 

In the section devoted to the explanation of frequency multiplier 
stages, it was shown how a series of sharp, positive pulses of 
limited frequency swing could be changed into a sine wave of a 
higher frequency and higher frecy.uency deviation. 

Tube V101 through V104, in the exciter, are tale circuits that 
originate frequency modulated pulses. V101 is a crystal controlled 
oscillator stage. This stage is a form of Pierce oscillator with 
feedback being controlled by 0103 and C175. the crystal is in the 
grid circuit along with the frequency vernier by which the carrier 
can be set exactly t center frequency. The value of C103 will, to 
a certain extent, also det rmine the exact output frequency. The 
output of V101 is a sharp, negative pulse that appears much as in 
Fig. 5. 

5/26/58 -10- N15534/M5672 
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Fig. 5, Typical javeform, Output V101 

The negative pulse of Fig. 5 is applied to the first section of V102, 
a shaper stage that also inverts the pulse so that it can be used to 
drive V103. The second section of V102 is a cathode follower sec- 
tion that changes the high impedance out:fut of the first section of 
V102 to a low impedance. The output pulse from the second section 
of V102 appears as in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6, Typical Javeform, Output V102 

The pulse of Fig. 6 is applied to the first section of V103, V103 
is essentially a sawtooth oscillation stage that fires only when a 
driving pulse is applied. The output pulse of the first section 
of V103 is applied both to V104 and the second section of V103. 
The second section of V103 is used mainly to provide feedback to 
the first section of V103 and give greater linearity of the saw - 
tooth waveform. The output of the first section of V103, as applied 
to V104, is shown in Fig. 7. 

5/26/58 

/ff 
Fig. 7, Typical laveform, Output V103 

(V104 removed). 
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It should be emphasized that tie waveform sh.own in Fig. 7 is what 
would appear with no loading on the circuit or with the following 
tube, V104 removed from the circuit. .hen V104 is inserted in the 
circuit, the waveform will be clipped. i.'ae dotted lines shown in 
the waveform of Fig. 7 explain the necessity, of the second section 
of V103. The second section of V103 provides feedback of such a 
nature so that the leading edge of the sawtooth is 'pulled up and 
made linear. If the second section of V103 were not in the circuit, 
the sawtooth waveform would tend to follow the dotted lines in2ig. 7. 

.[hen the sawtooth waveform of Fig. 7 is applied to V104, the modula- 
tor tube, the waveform will appear as in Fig. 8 if bias has been 
properly set. Dotted lines show the waveform as it would appear if 
V104 were not in the circuit. 

Figure 8, Typical 4aveform, Output of V103 (V104 in place) 

The waveform of Fig. 8 has been clipped off due to the sudden con- 
duction of the first section of V104. 'hen this happens, a sharp 
negative spike appears in the plate circuit of V104. This spike 
will have the general appearance of. Fig. 9 

Fig. 9, TypicaJ iaveforu, Output V104 (first section) 

Referring again to Fig. 8; it is possible by means of 8119, the dis- 
_..t9rtion control to vary the conduction point on the leading edge of 
the sawtooth waveform. It could be at any point on the leading edge 
such as A, B or C or any other intermediate point. Regardless, V104 
will conduct at the repetition rate of the sawtooth waveform. 
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Refer to Fig. 10. A sawtooth waveform occuring at a repetition rate. 
of 116 Kc is shown. Bias has been set so that the tube conducts at 
about the center of tie leading edge of the sawtooth waveform. Be- 
low the sawtooth waveform being applied to the grid of V104 is shown. 
the negative pulses teat occur in the plate circuit of V104 as the 
tube conducts. 

In Fig. 11, the same condition is shown with the exception that a 
sine wave of approximately 7,250 cycles has been superimposed upon 

sawtooth waveform. This is actually what takes place when modu- 
lation is applied to the cathode circuit )f the first section of 
V104. The applied modulation acts in series with the fixed cathode 
bias section of V104 is changing at an audio rate. "I:,king the 
cathode more positive is identical to making the grid more nega- 
tive. So, when the positive crest of the applied audio modulation 
arrives at the cathode of the first section of V104, the grid in 
effect has become more negative. This means that the sawtooth wave - 
form applied to the grid of the first section of V104 has to rise to 
a higher level before conduction of the first section of V104 take. 
place. This represents a time lag or phase shift since the pulses 
in the plate circuit will not be equally spaced with modulation 
being applied. After the positive crest of tie audio modulation 
has been reached and starts to fall off, the sawtooth waveform has 
to rise to a succeedingly less and less value for the tube to con- 
duct. This means that the pulses in the plate circuit will be oc- 
curing sooner than if no modulation were .resent and is another way 
of saying that the frequency is instantaneously swinging to a higher 
value. The frequency swings to an instantaneous higher value from 
the crest of a positive cycle to the crest of a negative cycle. From 
the crest of a negative cycle to the crest of a positive cycle of 
modulation, the point of conduction is succeedingly delayed and the 
frequency or timing of the negative pulses instantane 3usly swings 
to a lower frequency. 

De- emphasis /Pre- distorter C112 

In Fig. 11, a modulation frequency of approximately 7,250 cycles 
was assumed. This means that the length of time of one modulating 
cycle is 1/7,250 or about 138 microseconds. During this same length 
of time, 16 complete cycles at the pulse repetition rate of 116,000 
cycles will have occurred. 

.5uppo :e the modulatihg freque ïcy was doubled to 14,500 cycles; during 
138 microseconds of time, two complete cycles of audio will have pas- 
sed. Each cycle of audio at 14,500 will instantaneously swing the 
116 Kc pulses above and below the average repetition rate (center 
frequency) as did each cycle of audio at 7,250 cycles and by the 
same amount. However, the same amount of swing will occur in 1/2 
the time. The same amount of frequency deviation occurring in 1/2 
the time is synonymous with saying the frequency deviation has 
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doubled. If the amplitude of the audio modulating freuuency is kept 
constant, the frequency deviation will double every time the modulat- 
ing frequency is doubled. This would make Ghe system a true phase 
modulation system. This moans that the deviation at 15,000 cycles 
audio modulation would be 159000/50 or 300 times as great as at 
50 cycles audio modulation. i..iis is undesirable since 75,000 cycles 
deviation represents 100; modulation and we want all audio frequencies 
to approach this limit. 

If only one-half as much audio modulating voltage were fed to the 
cathode of the first section of V104 at 14,500 as was fed to the 
cathode at 7,250 cycles, the desired result would be accomplished. 
Circuitry that does accomplish this consists of 1.168 in series with 
0112. C112 is located in t-ie cat:iode circuit of the first section 
of V104. Audio modulating voltage is obtained from V115 (6ÁQ5) at 
the cathode. The . combination of 8168 and 0112 is arranged to have a 
6 db per octave 'roll -off ". This means that if the audio output 
level remains constant at the out:ut of V115 regardless of frequency, 
the modulatin6 audio seen at the cathode of V104 will be only one - 
half as great every time the frequency is doubled. The series com- 
bination of 2168 in series with 0112 is known as de- emphasis since 
it de- emphasizes the higher frequencies. It is sometimes referred to 
as a pre -distorter. 

Distortion Controls 
C110 and 11119 

It is necessary that the audio modulating voltage applied to the modu- 
lator stage V104 be faithfully translated into alternate rarifications 
and compressions of the pulse repetition rate. To accomplish this 
purpose, several conditions must be fulfilled. The modulator tube 
must have a long, linear .gig, Ip curve. The sawtooth voltage being 
applied to the grid of the modulator tube must have a linear leading 
edge. The bias control must be set to the approximate center of the 
sawtooth pulse. 

Tube linearity is fixed by the tube manufacturer. Linearity of saw- 
tooth voltage applied to the modulator tube can be controlled. In 
aig. 79 the sawtooth output of the first section of V103 was shown. 
Dotted lines show the approximate waveform without the feedback cir- 
cuit of the second- .section of V103. The amount of feedback is de- - - - - - -- 
termined by C109. In practice, the sawtooth waveform is somewhat 
over compensated in that tue top of the sawtooth waveform is pulled 
up to where a slight sag develops in the center of the leading edge. 
The effect of C111 and C110 (distortion adjust control) is to round 
off the top of the sawtooth waveform and make it straight. Variations 
of parts values and variations of pulse frequencies make it impossible 
to build in perfect linearity. Distortion control C110 is, therefore, 
set for maximum linearity of sawtooth when the exciter unit is 
tuned -up on frequency. Distortion control ,-Zll9 is set so that the 
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sawtooth waveform is 'clip-cede' in the approximate center of the 
linear leading edge. These variable parameters make it possible 
to make use of low cost receiving type tubes in the modulator 
section 

The second section of V104 is used mainly to invert the negative 
going spike obtained at the plate of the first section. This 
spike is 'sharpened up somewhat by a differentiating circuit con- 
sisting of C113 and x116. By means of plate saturation, amplitude 
limiting is also accomplished in the second section of x104. The 
waveform appearing at the output of the second section of V104 and 
as observed at 'Tx104 would appear as shown in Fig. 12. This is the 
pulse used to drive the frequency multiplier stages. 

Fig. 12, Driving pulse for Frequency Multiplier .stages. 

Audio Amplifier 
(V114 and V115) 

It is rather common practice that the necessary input level to 
modulate an F1'i transmitter 100,.E be + 10 dbm and that input impedance 
be 600 ohms. Audio amplifier stages V114, V115 and associated cir- 
cuitry embrace these standards. 

Approximately 30 volts ii):1j of audio is required at the output of the 
audio amplifier stage as measured at TP118 to modulate the FM car- 
rier 100. The output of the audio amplifier stage should be of 
fairly low impedance. For this reason, the audio output stage of 
the exciter is a cathode follower (V115, type 6A5 tube). V114 
and V115 work together as a unit since they operate within a feed- 
back loop. The negative feedback is provided by condenser C163 
and :158, R159 in series. Varying the value of 0163 will effect 
the response somewhat at the low end of the audible spectrum 
from 50 to 100 cycles. .-ome of the feedback at the high end of 
the audio spectrum, (10,000 to 15,000 cycles) may be relieved to 
compensate somewhat for improper high frequency audio response. 
This is accomplished by 0160. 
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.Audio input stage V114 is driven by audio input transformer, T102. 
The out out of this transformer is high impedance to match the grid 
circuit of the first stage. The input of 1102 matches 600 ohms 
balanced input. A plug -in pad, ÄT101, is stationed between the 
input connections to the input transformer T102 and the audio in- 
put terminals on 'í'B101. she use )f this pad is described fully 
in the following section on pre- emphasis and de- emphasis. It is 
sufficient to say at this point that if a purely resistive unit is 
used at Äf101 (non -frequency sensitive) and the audio input level 
is kept constant regardless of frequency, the overall frequency re- 
sponse of the audio amplifier as viewed at TP118 will be flat. A 
schematic diagram of A 101 is given on drawing A- 31143. 

The M5486 pre- emphasis plug in unit will usually be used when opera - 
ting the exciter unit within the broadcast ba.:ìd of .88 to 108 Mc 
or when the exciter is used to generate the aural carrier for a TV 
transmitter. 

Regulated Power Supply 
(V116 through V120) 

A complete filament and regulated B+ supply is contained on the 
exciter panel. This makes it possible to remove the exciter 
panel from its cabinet and operate it independent of any other unit 
simply by connecting 117 VAC to 2B101 terminals 7 and 8. 

T103 is capable of providing up to 8 amperes at 6.3 V. ac for fila- 
ment demands. Tubes within the exciter unit draw 5.62 amperes. 
..rectification of the high voltage provided by T103 is done by means 
of rectifier tube V116, a type GZ34 /5.À.R4 ty?e tube. V116 has a 
slow heating cathode so that B+ is not provided for the exciter 
proper until other tubes in the unit have had time to heat up and 
draw current. This is a safety factor that tends to prevent arcing 
and over -dissipation of power supply components. 

Filtering of the positive DC voltage is accomplished by L121 and 
0165/166 which is a dual plug -in capacitor. series regulation of 
the filtered, positive DC is provided by a series ty)e regulator 
tube V117 a type 6080 tube. V118 is a control tube that amplifies 
minor voltage variations of the regulated output. V119 and V120 
are reference tubes. Proper voltage of +320 volts is set by means 
of voltage adjust control .8173. 

The reulat ed supply operates in the following fashion; first, the 
available positive voltage existing at the plates of. V117 must be 
of a somewhat higher value than actually needed. Reference tube 
Vl19 establishes t :ìe proper potential of +150 volts at the cathode 
of V118 and holds it there. Reference tube V120 along with voltage 
dividers R173 and 1152 determine the bias applied to control tube 
V118. The plate of the control tube V118 is connected to.the grids 
of the series regulator tube V117 and through a large value resis- 
tance to B+ (R171). lita the voltage adjust control ( _,tl73) set for 
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the proper output voltage of around +320 V., a bias will be estab- 
lished between the grid and cathode of control tube V118. This bias 
will be in the vicinity of -5 volts. Control tube V118 will then 
.conduct and draw plate current through a171 which will establish a 
bias on the grid of regulator tube V117. This determines the dynamic 
resistance of series regulator tube V117 which in turn regulates the 
voltage drop across V117 and the amount of current which can flow 
through it. 

Suppose that some stage in the exciter unit commences to draw more 
current. /hen this happens, the voltage out out by the regulated 
power supply will attenpt to fall. This voltage change will be 
impressed upon the control grid of V118 the control tube through 
V12.0 and R173. The control grid voltage of V118 will become less 
positive and cause V118 to draw less current. The voltage at the 
plate of V118 will then rise or go more positive as will the grids 
of V117, the series regulator tube. Then the grids of V117 become 
more positive, the Plate or dynamic resistance of V117 will decrease 
allowing more current to flow through V117 and decreasing the voltage 
drop across it. The original 'set -up° voltage will then re- establish 
itself. 

V117 the series regalator tabe may be looked upon as a potentiometer 
with the arm of the pot fastened to control tube V118. Ihen the 
voltage at the plate of the control tube V118 rises, it causes the 
"arm'' (grid V117) of the pot to move in such a direction as to de- 
crease the resistance and raise the voltage supplied to the exciter 
proper. Conversely, the Farm moves in tie opposite direction if 
voltage at the plate of V118 falls. 

Approximately the same results are accomplished should the line volt- 
age change and the available positive voltage at the plate side of 

V117 change with it. V118, the control tube, amplifies every minute, 
variations of voltage whether short or long time variations and 
actually increases the effective filtering of the B+ voltage. Hum ' 

and noise output of the regulated power supply is better than 90 d 

The power supply will normally hold its regulation with a line var - 

ation of from 105 to 135 V. a.c. 

Normal current requirements of the exciter proper is in the vicinity 
of 140 MA. when putting out a full 10 watts. The power supply is 
capable of supplying an additional 20 to 30 ma. current to otter ---- - -- 
units such as the screen of a following amplifier stage. -This ex- 
ternal drain may be increased even further if the power output of 
the exciter unit can be reduced as is often the case when the ex- 
citer is used to drive a following amplifier stage. 

Taps are available on '1103 that may also be sed to compensate for 
improper line voltages. 
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Crystal Heater Circuit 

Frequency stability of the exciter unit is better than .001jß over 
an ambient temperature range of + 10 C. to +60 C. This is made 
possible by the crystal oven Hi t101 which maintains the crystal it- 
self at a temperature of 60 C. 

Heater voltage of 6.3 V. a.c. is supplied by 2l01. :;hen the oven 
is actually heating, pilot lamp A101 will be lit. From a cold start, 
it takes about one half hour for the oven temperature to stabilize 
properly. After this period of time, the pilot lamp A101 will start 
cycling which indicates that the crystal temperature is under the con- 
trol of the oven. 

Any interference or noise impulses that might be generated by the oven 
thermostat opening and closing, are damped out by by -pass condensers 
0101 and C176. 

Fusing 

Both the crystal oven circuit and the primary power input for the ex- 
citer unit are fused. A short in either the primary or secondary cir- 
cuit of T101 will cause F102 (1/8 A.) to blow. 

A short of B71 to ground or a shorted filament will cause F101 to blow. 
F101 is 1.5 A. (Slo -Blo variety). When the exciter is transmitting a 
full 10 watts output power, current drawn from the 117 VAC line will 
be about 1 ampere. However, when the exciter is first turned on with 
the filaments cold, the initial surge is much greater than this. A 
slow blow fuse must therefore, be used for F101 to keep its value low 
enough so that a short in the secondary circuit of T103 will blow the 
fuse. 

Line Filters 
(Located at TB101) 

A group of low -pass filters are located at TB101. They consist of L122 
through L127 and C168 through 0173. These filters serve to keep any Af 
the various frequencies found in the exciter unit from leaking into the 
external cabling that is necessary to provide power for the exciter. 

zr- main - -- function though is to prevent stray RF field's. from folluwiiig 
the cabling into the exciter, Often, in a higher power transmitter of 
1 or 5 kilowatts, a considerable RF field may exist within the trans- 
mitter cabinet. If a considerable amount of RF leaks into the exciter 
circuits, it may cause noise to exist and may influence distortion and 
overall response. 
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Pre -Emphasis and De- Emphasis 

In a true FM transmitter, deviation due to modulation is the same for 
'a given amplitude regardless of the frequency of the modulating-signal. 
Nevertheless, as signals pass through the transmitter, receiver, and 
space between them, certain amounts of unwanted noise and distortion 
are super- imposed on the desired program. Consequently, the ratio of 
the signal to unwanted noise decreases in the higher audio frequencies 
because program amplitudes in this range do not have the intensity that 
lower frequencies have, 

To avoid degrading reproduction of higher frequency program material due 
to poor signal to noise ratio in the upper end of the spectrum, a cer- 
tain amount of added amplification (pre -emphasis) is provided at these 
frequencies. Results of this process should not sound un- natural when 
received and the reverse procedure (de- emphasis) is used at the receiver. 
This combination of pre-emphasis and de- emphasis provides a more uni- 
form signal to noise ratio throughout the audio range. 

The fact that pre -emphasis results in a greater bandwidth for a given 
deviation must be taken into account. However, the possibility of 
over -modulation is not likely since the high frequency components of 
the signal originally are weak and pre -emphasis merely brings them up 
to the level of the low tones. 

Pre -emphasis characteristic of an FM transmitter can be specified by a 
graph ES -6170 showing relationship between the audio input and modulat- 
ed outputs Frequency of the audio spectrum is plotted horizontally 
and the output of the unit for an input that is constant in respect to 
frequency is shown vertically, This curve shows that the output remains 
relatively constant from 50 to about 500 cycles and then rises abruptly 
to a peak at 15,000 cycles. Since this rise is specified in decibels, 
a change of 6 DB means a doubling of the amplitude of the signal. 
Therefore, if the graph shows a rise of 1$ DB from 1,000 to 15,000 
cycles it means that the amplitude has doubled three times. The re- 
sultant output at 15 KC, therefore, is two times two-times two, or 
eight times the output at 1,000 cycles (approximate). At the receiver 
the reverse characteric of pre -emphasis is used, só that natural bal- 
ance between high and low frequencies is not upset. 

Characteristics of pre-emphasis and de- emphasis are normally achieved 
by simple electrical combinations of resistance and capacitance or re- 
sistance and inductance connected to give the desired relationship be- 
tween input and output voltages of the network. Characteristics of ' 

speech are complicated and, therefore, networks chosen represent a com- 
promise between duplicating exact loss of high frequencies and using 
as few parts as possible. 

A simple pre -emphasis network consisting of an inductor and a resistor 
connected in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube amplifier is shown in 
Fig, 13 In this circuit audio voltage is impressed across the induc- 
tor and resistor in series and the output is taken across the inductor. 
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Since impedance of the coil rises with frequency and the resistance re- 
mains constant, voltage across the coil rises at the higher frequencies. 
The ratio of inductance to resistance determines the time constant of 
the combination and the pre -emphasis characteristic can be specified 
completely in terms of time constant. When the inductance is given in 

'henries, and resistance in megohms, the time constant is in microseconds, 
For example, to calculate the time constant of the network Fig. 13 which 
contains a resistance of ,1 megohm and an inductance of 7.5 henries; the 
time constant equals L/R equals 7.5/1 equals 75 microseconds. For the 
specific ratio of inductance to resistance in Fig. 13 the graph of out- 
put voltage with respect to input voltage is shown in ES -6170. 

A Pre- Emphasis 
(Transmitter) 

Time Coñstant 
L/R = 7.5 
75 microseconds. 

Fig:: 13 

De- emphasis at the receiver must be the reverse of the pre -emphasis 
characteristic. This is accomplished by making the time constant of 
the resistor and capacitor in Fig. 14 equal to that of the -pre-- emphasis--- 
circuit. Since capacitive reactance decreases with increased frequency, 
the voltage across it decreases as the frequency rises. When the pro- 
per time constant is chosen the higher frequencies are restored to their 
normal values; If the capacitor is in microfarads and resistance is 
given in ohms., the product of R time C gives the time constant in micro- 
seconds. For example, in Fig. 14; the capacitor is .001 microfarad and 
the resistance is'75,000 ohms. The time constant, therefore, equals R 
times C equals 75,000 times .001 equals 75 microseconds. This is the 
same time constant as that of the inductor and resistor in Fig. 13. 
Looking at ES -6170 upside down the reading frequency from right te left 
will give the response of this combination. 

75K 

Audio 

5/26/5e 

.001UF 

B. De- Emphasis 
(Receiver) 

Time Constant = R X C 

75,000 X .001 = 
75 microseconds. 
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To clarify the need for pre- emphasis in an FM transmitter, three 
important reasons are listed as follows: 

1. Most offending noise appears to be in a frequency range 
of between 5 and 15 KC. 

2. Given two noises of equal amplitude, the one of higher 
frequency will cause greatest phase shift of the car- 
rier and thus appear greater in amplitude at the out- 
put of the FM receiver. (This can be somewhat verified 
by listening to the high pitched hiss in an FM receiver 
when the carrier is unmodulated. Much of this is due to 
thermal noise within the receiver.) 

3. In normal programming, little energy content is present 
at the higher frequencies. 

In almost all standard broadcast transmitters the modulator circuit 
of the transmitter is arranged so that the frequency deviation, due 
to modulation is directly dependent upon the amplitude of the mod- 
ulating signal and not upon the frequency. This is true of all 
Gates FM broadcast transmitters. Therefore, whether or not freq- 
uency response of the transmitter is to be flat or have pre- empha- 
sis is left to the audio section of the transmitter. Actually, 
the audio section of Gates FM transmitters are designed to have a 
flat response from 50 to 15,000 cycles. Response of the audio 
system and of the transmitter as a whole is then regulated by a 
plug -in unit which is connected just ahead of the audio input 
transformer. Input impedance at this point is usually 600 ohms. 
A -31143 is a schematic diagram of two types of plug -in units. 
Diagram A is that of a flat pad with an insertion loss of approx- 
imately 17.5 DB at any audio frequency. Diagram B is that of a 
pre -emphasis unit. Insertion loss at 400 cycles is approximately 
17.5 DB or the same as that of the flat pad shown in Diagram A. 
At 15,000 cycles insertion loss of diagram B is almost zero. 
Circled numbers on the schematic of A -31143 represent connections 
to the octal plug -in unit of the Gates Transmitter. 
It has become fairly standard practice throughout the FM broadcast 
industry to use +10 DBM as an input level for modulating the FM 
broadcast transmitter 100 %. If we are using the flat pad desig- 
nated "A" on schematic A- 31143, and feed an audio signal of approx- 
imately +10 DBM into the audio connections of the FM transmitter, 
we will modulate the transmitter approximately 100% as observed on 
an FM monitor. 100% modulation in the FM broadcast band is set as 
+75 KC swing. For other broadcast frequencies, different swings 
may be set as being 100% modulation. Vihen using the flat pad ( "A" 
of A -31143 schematic), it makes no difference what modulating 
frequency we put into the transmitter between 50 and 15,000 cycles. 
Frequency swing, or modulation percentage, will remain practically 
constant, give or take a decibel or so. If we are using the pre - 
emphasis pad schematic B of A -31143 and feed an input level of 
+10 DBM at 400 cycles into the audio input terminals of the FM 
transmitter, the monitor will again read approximately 100% mod- 
ulation. If we now raise the frequency of the modulating signal 
from 400 to 5,000 cycles and still want to modulate 100 %, we must 
reduce the 
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audio input level approximately $ DB or to an input level of approxi- 
mately 72 DBM. If we raise the audio input frequency to 15,000 cycles 
and still want to modulate 100%, we must reduce the audio input level 
still further to a level of approximately -7 DBM. If we don't do this 
the transmitter will over -modulate. 

The FCC has ruled that all FM broadcast transmitters in the frequency 
range of $$ to 10$ megacycles must be provided with this pre -emphasis. 
All standard FM receivers are then automatically provided with the 
standard 75 microsecond de- emphasis. 

When using FM transmission as a means of communications or broadcasting 
in other frequency ranges, it must first be determined what response 
the overall system shall have. In many communications bands the fre- 
quency swing is restricted to very narrow limits. Also, tc conserve 
bandwidth overall.response is cut off above about 3,000 cycles and the 
low below 300 cycles, It would be of no value to use a pre -emphasis 
system at the transmitter which raised the higher frequencies (15,000 
cycles) 17 DB above 400 cycles when the receiver was incapable of pass- 
ing anything above 3,000 cycles. Conversely, if the audio response of 

the transmitter were flat from 0 to 15,000 cycles, and the receiver 
used de- emphasis, bass notes on any musical program would sound very 
boomy and bassy. High notes would hardly come through at all. It is, 

therefore, wise to check on the overall desired response of the entire 
system before deciding whether or not pre- emphasis at the transmitter 
is needed, 

General 

If the exciter has been properly tuned up, output power in the vicinity 
of 10 watts should be obtained. If trouble is experienced along the 
way in the tune -up procedure, the fault can usually be isolated by re- 
ferring to typical test point voltages given on a following page. 

There are five key test points that are indicative of proper operation. 

About -35 volts should be obtained at TP104. This indicates that the 
pulse stages V101 through V104 are probably operating properly. 

About -2 volts should be obtained at`TP106. This indicates that V105 
and associated circuitry is working okay. 

Approximately .5 VRMS, R.F. voltage should be obtained at TP111 and /or 
TP112. This would indicate that frequency multiplier stages V105 
through V109 are operating properly. 

Around -7 volts should be obtained at TP116. This indicates sufficient 
driving power to final amplifier stage V113. 
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If a defect is suspected but can not be spotted, checking resistance 
of the various tuning coils L101 through L115 may locate the trouble. 

The proper resistance value of these coils is listed below along with 
the condenser value for comparison purpose. The measured resistance 
should not deviate by more than about 10%. If the accuracy of the 
voltmeter is not known, a comparison between similar coils can be made. 
For example, the resistance of L101, L102 and L103 should be the same. 

COIL DC RESISTANCE CONDENSER VALUE 
ACROSS COIL 

L101;L102,L103 
L104;L105 

21 
9.6 

ohms 
ohms 

150 mmf. 
100 mmf. 

L106;L107 5.5 ohms 24 mmf. 
L10$1L109 2.1 ohms 24 mmf. 
L110;L111' 1 ohm See Schematic 
L112,L114,L115 .12 ohm See Schematic 
L113 .43 ohm See Schematic 

Considerable deviation of resistance from the above given values indi- 
cates either the wrong coil, shorted turns, open turns or a change in 
value of some other component connected across the coil. 

The value of any other parts connected across the coils is to be con- 
sidered insignificant when compared to the DC resistance of the coil. 

Coupler Exciter to a Following Stage 

It is preferred method that the final amplifier of the exciter be con- 
nected to an external dummy load of 51 ohms through a 51 ohm cable 
while tuning. Tuning the final amplifier in this manner is a good check 
on its proper operation. 

Then changing the RF output connection of the exciter from a dummy load 
to a following amplifier stage, an attempt should be made to get a 
proper match to 51 ohms at the input to the following amplifier stage,, 

If the output coupling control (C159) and plate tune (0158) on the 
exciter unit have to be considerably readjusted when coupled into a 
succeeding amplifier stage, a major mis -match of impedance is to be 
suspected at the input of the following amplifier stage. This will 
result in considerable loss of drive to the following stage and cause 
high standing waves to appear on the interconnecting coax between 
exciter and following stage. 
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Most of the amplifier stages that will be used following the M5534 
exciter unit will not generally require the full 10 watts of driving 
power. A fifty watt amplifier stage will require about 2 watts of drive 
and a 250 watt amplifier about 4 watts of drive. 

In no case should C158 plate tune or 0159 output coupling be detuned 
to reduce output power. This is equivalent to operating V113 in an off 
resonant condition and would damage the tube eventually. 

Output power can be reduced to almost zero by turning R155, output con- 
trol to a counterclockwise position. This reduces screen voltage to 
V113 and consequently, the plate current which increases efficiency of 
V113. 

In some cases, B/ voltage of 320 volts will be tapped off of TB101 
terminal 6 to supply screen voltage to a following amplifier stage. 
The external /320 should not exceed a drain of about 30 ma. for contin- 
uous operation. 

Reducing screen voltage of V113 by adjustment of R155 will drop V113 
current drain from about 60 ma. for 10 watt output to about 25 ma. for 
2 watt output. This "extraP? current may then be used for external 
purposes. 

In summary, when driving an additional amplifier stage from the exciter 
unit, reduce output by adjustment of R155 and keep 0158 and 0159 tuned 
for maximum grid drive in the following stage. 

V113 Efficiency 

An external jumper is provided on TB101 terminals 5 and 6. An ammeter 
may be connected in series with this jumper to measure V113 plate 
current. 

B/ voltage has been previously set at /320. Power input to the plate 
circuit of V113 may be calculated from the ammeter and voltage readings. 
The voltage drop across R153 must first be calculated. This resistor 
is in the.cathod_e_eircult. of V113. Its value is 250 ohms. 

The formula-to use would then read: 

Power input to plate circuit V113 = Ip X (Ep -(IR) 
) 

where.IR is drop across 8153 
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If, for example, the ammeter reading obtained 
when connected in series with TB101 -5 and 6 was 
60 ma. and B; to ground was /320: 

Power input V113 = .06 X (320 - (.06 X 250) ) 

.06 X (320 - 15) 

= .06 X 305 

= 1$.3 watts 

Assuming an output power of 10 watts: 

Plate dissipation V113 = Power input Power output 

= 180 - 10 

_ $.3 watts 

Efficiency of V113 Stage = Power Output 
Power Input 

10 
18.3 

54.8% 

The above figures can be considered typical. If the output 

power is not known, an efficiency factor of 55% should be 
assumed. 
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TYPICAL DC TEST POINT 

VOLTAGES OF M5534 EXCITER UNIT. 

NO iVIODULATION. MEASURED !JI T H 

20,000 OHMS /VOLT VOLTMETER. 

WITH DRIVE NO DRIVE 

VOLTS VOLTS 

TP101 -.3 to -205 1 to 2 

TP102 -2 to -3,5 5 to 1 

TP103 9 to 13 3 to 6 

TP104 -34 to 39 0 

TP105 65 to 75 25 to 35 

T P106 -1.5 to -2.5 0 

TP107 54 to 5$ 30 to 40 

TP108 72 to 76 23 to 28 

TP109 65 to $0 35 to 45 

TP110 122 to 132 195 to 205 

TP111 0 DC (.4 to ,6 V. RMS RF) 0 

TP112 0 DC (.4 to .6 V. RMS RF) 0 

TP113 110 to 120 170 to 180 

TP114 120 to 140 220 to 230 

TP115 190 to 210 245 to 255 

*TP116 -5 to -10 0 

*TP117 150 to 170 195 to 205 

TP118 13 to 17 7 to 10 

TP119 320 320 

*Readings for TP116 and TP117 obtained with R155, output control 
full clockwise or maximum output position. 
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PROOF OF PERFORMANCE 

Center Frequency, Nbise, Distortion, Response. 

Proof of performance data as made by the Gates Company on FM transmit- 
ters can be likened to listening to the transmitter on a high quality 
receiver. This tends to "prtve -out49 the transmitter since measuring 
and listening equipment is completely external to the transmitter 
proper and the RF signal is taken from "off- the -air ". 

Instead of a receiver, an FM monitor of good quality and FCC approved 
is used. Reference to drawing A -4165 will show the general test set 
up for making proof of performance measurements. 

First off, a sample of the transmitted RF is coupled to the modulation 
and frequency monitor, This is taken from the antenna, transmission 
line or from the Phi chamber. The method used is determined somewhat 
by the amount of power needed by the monitor (usually about 1 watt) 
and by the output power of the transmitter. For low power FM trans- 
mitters up to perhaps 250 watts, a sample of RF may be taken by "Tap - 
ping" off of the output transmission line with a variable condenser 
in series with the coaxial line going to the monitor. This has the 
disadvantage though of introducing a slight mismatch back into the 
transmitter. Usually, it is impossible to obtain enough power to 
drive the monitor from the antenna without introducing another ampli- 
fier ahead of the monitor to raise the received signal up to the ne- 
cessary level. In higher powered transmitters, a monitor loop is 
usually coupled to the final amplifier section to sample a portion 
of the transmitted output. 

A good quality audio oscillator of 600 ohms output impedance.is then 
connected to the audio input terminals. These are TB101 -1,2,3 on the 
exciter unit with terminal #3 being ground. Output level requirements 
are at least 7110 DBM. Since the exciter itself is capable of genera- 
ting a frequency modulated carrier with distortion ranging as low as 
.2%, the audio 'oscillator must be in good working order. 

A distortion analyzer or meter is connected to the audio output ter- 
minals of the monitor. An oscilloscope while being an optional item 
in making measurements is very helpful in tracing any possible diffi- 
culty. 

The complete method used to adjust the exciter for proper response, 
distortion noise and etc., will now be given as it is done at the Gates 
factory. Proper proof of performance adjustments at the factory are 
made only after complete tune -up has been done. After the customer 
receives the unit, any part of the measurements may be made without 
undue effect upon other measurements. 

All proof of performance measurements should be made with shield 
covers in place. 
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Setting Carrier Frequency 

It is desirable to first set the exciter unit to proper carrier f re- 
quency. This should be done first not only because it is desirable 
to have the unit on proper frequency, but if the carrier is several 
thousand cycles off center, undesirable beats may occur within the 
monitor. This will cause high noise readings and may effect apparent 
frequency response. 

Usually, all that is required to place the exciter unit on proper cen- 
ter frequency is to sample a portion of the RF output with a good 
frequency standard and adjust C102 (frequency adjust control) until 
the frequency standard shows proper frequency. 

Occasionally, a crystal may be used that cannot be set exactly to 
center frequency by means of C102 along. Also, a crystal that was 
originally on proper center frequency, may drift off the range of 
C102 due to aging. 'When this happens, additional frequency adjust- 
ments may be made by varying the value of C103. This condenser 
controls the amount of feedback to the crystal. Increasing the 
value of C103 lowers the carrier frequency and decreasing the value 
of C103 raises the crystal frequency. 

With the value of C103 set at the optimum value of 150 mmf. varying 
C102 (frequency adjustment control) from minimum to maximum will cause 
the carrier frequency to vary approximately 30,000 cycles. Changing 
the value of C103 from 150 mmf. to 50 mmf. will raise carrier fre- 
quency about 10,000 cycles. Changing 0103 from 150 mmf. to 250 mmf. 
will lower carrier frequency about 3,000 cycles. 

Distortion Measurements and Adjustments 

After the exciter unit has been properly set to carrier frequency, 
distortion adjustments are made. Set the audio oscillator to modulate 
the exciter 100% at 50 cycles. Adjust R119 for minimum distortion. . 

Note: if R119 is considerably away from the proper adjustment point, 
it may be impossible to obtain 100ó modulation or the waveform obtained 
may be completely "torn ups ?. If such is the case, adjust R119 for 
minimum distortion while modulating somewhat less than 100 %, say about 
50áy Then bring modulation back up to 100% and re- adjust R119 for 
minimum distortion as observed on the distortion analyzer. Next 
adjust C110 for minimum distortion. Then re- adjust R119 for minimum 
distortion. 

Adjusting 0110 effects the percentage of modulation level as observed 
on the monitor. Final adjustment of C110 should be done as follows: 
distortion should first be reasonable, say better than 1 -1/2% at 50 
cycles. Then commence adjusting C110 for minimum distortion while at 
the same time keeping the percentage of modulation set to 100% as 
observed on the monitor. This adjustment is not critical but a point 
will be found where the distortion "dipsP?. After this dip has been 
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reached, re- adjust R119 for minimum distortion. The distortion figure 
should be 1% at 50 cycles. 

If it is impossible to reduce distortion at 50 cycles, it is advisable 
to check just the audio potion of the exciter unit and or the audio 
oscillator itself. The audio protion of the exciter consisting of 
tubes V114 and V115 may be checked by running test leads from TP118 
and TP120 /121 to the input of the distortion analyzer. Distortion as 
measured at TP118 should be well below .5% at any audio frequency. 
If distortion from the audio section is O.K. but overall distortion 
as measured from the monitor is not, then waveforms of the pulse cir- 
cuitry should be checked. Typical waveforms of V101 through V104 are 
given on drawing B- 65626. 

One- hundred percent modulation should occur at an input level of ap- 
proximately ,L10 DBIVi,from 50 to 1000 cycles. This input level will 
cause and PMTS audio voltage at TP118 of about 30 volts. If an input 
level of 7/10 DBM does not generate an HMS voltage of about 30 volts 
at TP118 then a defect in the audio section may be suspected. If 
sufficient HMS voltage exists at TP118, and the exciter will not 
modulate 100%, then a defect in the modulator or previous stage should 
be suspected. 

If any FM system, worst distortion occurs at the lowest modulating 
frequency. In other words, if distortion is .5% at 50 cycles, then 
distortion can be expected to be better at all higher modulating 
frequencies. Occasionally, a higher distortion figure may result 
between 10,000 and 15,000 cycles. The fault will not generally lie 
in the modulator stage, however. It could lie in the audio section. 

If high distortion is present at the higher modulating frequencies 
only, it can usually be traced to one of three causes. 

1 HighFMorAMnoise. 

2Q Insufficient bandwidth in: frequency multiplier stages. 

3. Frequency and modulation monitor not correctly tuned 
to carrier frequency. 

A standard monitor contains de- emphasis circuitry that causes lower 
modulating frequencies of 50 to 1000 cycles to .'come out of the 
monitor with an apparent advantage of around 15 to 17 DB over audio 
that is recovered at 15,000 cycles. If noise is down only 40 to 50 
DB with respect to 100% modulation at 400 cycles, it will usually not 
prevent a good distortion reading at a low modulating frequency. How- 
ever, if frequencies between.10,000 and 15,000 cycles are 15 DB lower 
in'amplitude than 400 cycles, the noise with respect to these frequen- 
cies will only be about 30 DB down. This would correspond to the 3% 
distortion range on a distortion analyzer. A quick check to determine 
whether noise is causing an apparent high distortion reading is to re- 
move all modulation from the input to the exciter or 
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transmitter. If the distortion meter needle does not drop appreciably, 
a noise measurement should be made on the exciter. 

If bandwidth is insufficient in frequency multiplier stages, some of 

the higher frequency sidebands will be clipped causing undue distor- 
tion. A complete re -tune up is recommended. 

Mis- tuning of the monitor will also cause some clipping of sidebands 
at higher frequencies. In addition, beat frequencies may be present 
that show up as noise: and prevent a good distortion reading. 

Once set, distortion controls R119 and C110 may not have to be reset 

for the life of the exciter unit. Changing modulator tubes will pro- 

bably not cause distortion figures to change by more than .1 or .2 %. 

There are exceptions to every rule though. 

Overall Audio Frequency Response 

If the exciter unit is used in the FM broadcast band of $$ to 10$ Mc. 

or as the aural exciter unit for TV transmitters, overall audio fre- 

quency response should follow the 75 microsecond curve shown on draw- 
ing ES -6170. In other frequency ranges it may be desirable to have 

the overall frequency response flat. 

Several methods of making frequency response measurements using an FM 

monitor are available. Two will be described. Simplest is to set the 

audio frequency at about mid -range say 5,000 cycles and modulate the' 

exciter the proper amount. In this case the proper modulation level 
would be 35 %. Keeping the input audio level constant, the frequency 
may then be adjusted upward to 15,000 cycles and then downward to 50 

cycles. Using this method, the response will seldom rise above the 

curve and makes it easy to calculate the percent or decibel error. 

For example, if at 15,000 cycles modulation the modulation monitor 

reads only $0% modulation, it can be quickly seen from drawing ES -6170 

that the response is -2 db below the normal curve. The same reason- 

ing may be applied to the low end of the curve. If the input attenu- 
ator is calibrated in small steps, it is also possible to determine 

the amount that the input audio has to be increased to bring the moni- 

tor up to the required percentage of modulation at any modulating 
frequency: 

Another method of measuring frequency response involves keeping the 
percent of modulation constant as read on the monitor. To use this 

method, the audio oscillator output must be accurately calibrated. 
To start with, the carrier should be modulated 100% at 400 cycles. 

Changing the audio frequency from about 50 cycles to 400 cycles 
should not change the percentage of modulation appreciably. If the 

modulating frequency is raised upward say to 5000 cycles, the input 

level must be reduced to keep the percent modulation at 100 %. For 

5000 cycles, the amount of reduction should be 8.2 DB. For 15,000 

cycles the amount of reduction of input level should be 16.9 DB. 
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Recording the amount of reduction of input level versus modulating 
frequency and reversing the sign of polarity will give the rise in 
frequency response. This can then be compared to the curve of draw- 
ing ES -6170. 

The second suggested method is particularly useful when response 
measurements are being made at 25 and 50% modulation levels or when 
a standard FM monitor is being used to measure response of an exciter 
being used to generate the aural carrier for a TV transmitter where a 
normal 100% modulation is /25 KC. This will correspond to 33 -1/3% 
modulation on a standard FM monitor for the FM broadcast band of $$ 
to 10$ MC. 

Seldom will any difficulty be encountered in coming close to the 
standard 75 microsecond curve between 400 and 10,000 cycles. Gener- 
ally, if troubles develop with response it will show up as being 2 
or 3 db down at 50 cycles and /or down the same amount at 15,000 
cycles. Frequency compensating cohdensers have been incorporated 
in the audio amplifier section to take care of just such a contin- 
gency. C163 will affect low frequency response between 50 and 100 
cycles. For each .01 mfd. that 0163 is reduced, the response at 
50 cycles will rise-approximately 1 DB. C160 affects response be- 
tween 10,000 and 15,000 cycles. Changing the value of C160 from 50 
to 200 mmf. will raise the audio response as measured at TP118 about 
3 db at 15,000 cycles. 

Audio response as observed at TP118 will usually have to be compen- 
sated high about 2 DB at 50 cycles and at 15,000 cycles, to obtain 
an ideal overall response curve. 

Stagger tuning L103 will also help response at 15,000 cycles a DB 
or so. When this is done, a voltmeter should be connected to TP106 
and the amount of staggering of L103 should not reduce the negative 
voltage observed by more than .5 volt. 

FM Noise 

FM noise is measured with respect to 100% modulation at 400 cycles, 
To make this measurement, modulate the exciter 100% at 1+00 cycles 
and set a reference level on the distortion analyzer. Remove all 
modulation and read the FM noise on the appropriate scale. FM noise 
of the exciter unit can be expected to approach 70 DB or better. 

If FM noise is high, the audio section is the most logical place to 
start looking. Removal of the last audio tube V115 is a quick way 
of checking if the trouble is in the audio. The next best bet is 
the power supply. Hum and noise voltage of the power supply should 
be between $5 and 90 DB down with respect to ;320 volts DC. If these 
two places fail to show any defect, the noise is probably originating 
from and including the crystal through the modulator stage V104. 
Stages after V104 are unlikely to cause FM noise. 

AM Noise 

AM noise is measured or referenced with respect to a 100% amplitude 
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modulated wave. This AM noise usually consists of 60 or 120 cycle hum 
super -imposed upon the carrier. There are several ways of making this 
measurement, Some FM monitors have a provision for making this measur- 
ement This measurement should be made with no modulation present. 

AM noise as measured from the exciter unit is usually so low as to be 
difficult to even measure. It will generally be better than 70 DB. 
If AM noise is high, it can actually originate in most any stage. 
However, if upon analyzing the type of noise it is found to have a 
basic 120 cycle component, the power supply should be suspected. If 
the noise appears to be mostly a 60 cycle component, a heater to 
cathode leak in any stage should be suspected. A loose connection 
in any stage will cause the AM noise to rise when the exciter unit 
or cabinet is jarred. A point often overlooked in making AM noise 
measurements is the sampling loop or device. For example, if the RF 
sampling loop is mounted in a PA. chamber where blower vibration is 
apt to occur, this vibration will show up as high AM noise if the 
sampling loop is not securely mounted. 

Typical Proof of Performance Readings 

If the exciter unit has been shipped as an individual unit, the com- 
plete test data sheet will probably have been filled out and included 
within this section. If the exciter unit is part of a higher power 
transmitter, the test data sheet is included with the overall instruc- 
tion book. A set of typical readings for proof of performance is 
given below: 

Carrier frequency, OK 

Distrotion at 100% modulation: Response with reference 
to standard 75 micro- 
second pre -emphasis 
curve. 

50 Cycles ,6% .. 1 e DB DB v 

100 Cycles p45`ß na........o..... <... -.3 DB 

4.00 Cycles 042/ .0.................. 0 

1000 Cycles .35% 0 

2500 Cycles .2$% p 

5000 Cycles 032% paelsooegoseov000pood..0 O. 

7590 Cycles .35% ...................... -.4 DB 
10,000 Cycles .45% ..,,a.,,.,.,.,,,...... -.2 DB 

15,000 Cycles :,5ó ...............<........ -1 DB 

FM Noise: -69 DB 

AM Noise: Better than -70 DB 
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MAINTENANCE 

Since moving parts are at a minimum in the exciter unit, routine 
maintenance is a simple procedure. The few moving parts that are 
used such as.variable'condensers, potentiometers and variable in- 
ductors will, perhaps, stay set in one position for the life of the 
exciter unit. The one exception to this would be 0102 the frequency 
adjust control. 

Because routine maintenance is used to prevent trouble and not start 
it, it is not deemed advisable to poke and pull at every component 
part at a pre -arranged time. Tubes are the most likely component to 
go bad. A routine testing of all of the tubes at least once every 
six months is recommended. 

One of the best ways to foretell trouble is by test point voltages. 
These are recorded on the factory test data sheet. When the exciter 
unit is first received and placed into operation, it is advisable to 
go over these test point voltages and record the reading obtained. 
The test point voltages should then be checked weekly or monthly. 
A substantial variation from the original recorded value would indi- 
cate a failing tube or other component in that circuit. These-volt- 
age measurements should always be made with the same meter since a 
normal 10% variation from one meter to the next may be expected. 

An occasional check on the noise, distortion and response with a test 
set-up such as shown in drawing A -4165 will possibly reveal an eminent 
failure of one of the audio stages or one of the pulse stages V101 
through V104. 

When tubes are checked and replaced, it is wise to replace them in 
their original socket. If Vlll, V112 or V113 are changed, it may 
be necessary to retune associated circuitry for best performance.. 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING 

It would be impossible to list every failure and possible cure that 
might occur in the exciter unit. The same thing may be said of any 
other piece of electronic gear. However, 90 to 95% of all failures 
can perhaps be predicted with a few possible clues listed that may 
help in locating the defect. 

Failures or difficulties that may occur in the exciter unit can be 
divided into two broad categories. 

1. Problems associated with carrier only. 

2. Problems associated with modulation of carrier. 

Problems associated-with carrier only can be sub -divided 
into several groups. 

A. No carrier (no power output) 

B. Low carrier (power output low) 

C. Intermittent Carrier 

D. Oscillation 

E. Carrier off frequency 

Problems associated with carrier only will now be discussed and some 
possible remedies and trouble shooting hints suggested. 

A. No Carrier 

Of the many problems that can occur, this perhaps is the most serious 
and yet the easiest defect to find. When this happens, a tube has 
usually gone completely dead. A comparison of test point voltages 
with those given at the end of the complete tune up procedure, test 
data sheet or voltages recorded at test points when the unit was 
working properly should reveal the defective stage. The difference 
in test point voltage -s with an without drive is in most cases quite 
pronounced. When a tube has gone completely sour or dead, voltages 
noted at test points located in the plate circuit'of that particular 
tube will rise up to the full plate voltage of 1320 volts. If the 
tube is drawing excessive current, the voltage noted at the test point 
will be extremely low. A failure of any circuit from oscillator stage 
to power amplifier stage will, of course, cause loss of carrier. The 
power supply itself should not be overlooked. 
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To quickly isolate the trouble to a single general area, the following 
process could be followed: 

L Check to see if B/ voltage exists at TP119. 

2, Check negative voltage at TP104. A reading of about -35 
volts here indicates V101 through V104 are operating 
properly. 

34 Check negative voltage at TP106. A negative reading here 
from -2 to -3 volts indicates that the grid of V106 is 
receiving drive from previous stages. 

4. Check RF voltage at TPlll and /or TP112. An RF voltage 
here of about .5 volts RMS indicates that there is suf- 
ficient drive up to this point. 

5. Check negative grid voltage of V113 at TP116. A 
reading of at least -5 volts here indicates plenty 
of drive and that the grid circuit of V113 is 
operating, 

Should all of the suggested methods fail to locate the trouble, a 
more thorough check will have to be made. Reference to voltages 
listed on schematic diagram C- 7$064 and to waveform measurements 
on diagrams B -65625 and B- 65626, in the back of the book, may help. 
Approximate RF voltage measurements are also included at the end 
of this section, 

B., Low Carrier 

The same general routine used to track down the stage causing a carrier 
failure can be used to check for a low carrier. Tracing down the fault 
for a low carrier can be more elusive though because voltages will not 
.deviate as much from normal. Low carrier levels are usually caused by 
a tube with low emission. A slight mis -tuning somewhere along the 
frequency multiplier chain can cause low output. Reference to the RF 
voltage chart at the end of this section may be of additional help. 

C. Intermittent Carrier 

An intermittent carrier can be very difficult to track down because 
about the time test equipment is set up to find the trouble, it dis- 
appears, A recommended method of finding this is to start at the 
final stage V113 and place a meter probe into TPll7. Then tap on 
the chassis or whatever else it takes to cause the intermittent 
condition. Working back toward the crystal from stage to stage 
and test point to test point; a point should be reached where a 
test point voltage does not vary as the intermittent condition is 
caused to occur This should be the last properly operating stage. 
It should be expected that the failure is occuring in the stage 
immediately following the point where the test point voltage is 
not varying, 
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An intermittent carrier can be caused by most anything. A bad tube, 
condenser, resistor or loose connection or an intermittent short.. 

D. Oscillation 

It is an almost unheard of condition for a frequency multiplier stage 
to oscillate since frequencies found in the grid circuit are different 
from frequencies found in the plate circuit. It is within the realm 
of possibility, however. If an oscillation should occur, it will pro- 
bably be traced to the final amplifier stage V113. This stage is self 
neutralizing and will probably not cause any trouble as long as the 
shields over the coils are tightly in place and all connections are 
tight. 

A condition somewhat akin to oscillation has been noted while using 
pulse circuitry similar to that in this exciter unit. A leaky con- 
denser or intermittent connection in the pulse circuitry can cause 
multiplier stages to '7fir0 off at their resonant frequency. This 
oscillation will be damped and only occurs momentarily but may be 
aggravating. 

E. Carrier Off Frequency 

When the carrier is consistently too far removed from proper center 
frequency, the trouble can be traced directly to the oscillator stage. 
This could be due to the oven thermostat sticking and causing the 
crystal to overheat or could be due to the oven not heating at all, 
If the thermostat is sticking, pilot lamp A101 will be on all the 
time provided it is not burned out. If the oven is not heating at 
all, the pilot lamp should not light. 

Some crystals will age and drift off frequency after a length of time. 
Replacement of the crystal is the only solution here. A change of 
value of almost any component in the oscillator stage V101 could also 
cause the carrier frequency to deviate. 

Problems associated with modulation of the carrier will now be dis- 
cussed and some possible remedies and trouble shooting hints suggested, 
Under this category, sub-divisions might be as follows: 

5/23/5e 

A. High Distortions 

B. Improper Frequency Response. 

C, Will Not Modulate At All. 

D. High FM Noise. 

E. High AM Noise. 
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When it is known that any of the above listed faults exist, it will 
save time to first isolate the trouble to either the audio stages or 

the rest of the exciter unit. It is easy to check the output of the 
audio stages by connecting a ground lead from a black test point and 
a "hot" lead from TP118. These two leads can then be run to the in- 
put of a distortion analyzer. If these leads are very long, they 
should be shielded or they may pick up external hum and noise. 

. High Distortion 

When high distortion is present, it can usually be divided into three 
categories. 

1.. Distortion high throughout the audio spectrum of 
50 to 15,000 cycles. 

2. Distortion high at low frequencies only. 

3. Distortion high at high frequencies only. 

-:hen distortion is high throughout the audio spectrum of 50 to 15,000 
cycles, the fault is apt to lie in the audio stages of V114 or V115. 

It is wise to check these stages anyway when modulation difficulties 
are experienced° A failure of any component in the audio stages could 

cause the distortion to rise. Checking voltáges against the schematic 
should show the difficulty° Changing a tube will usually cure the 
trouble. 

It is characteristic of an FM system that the greatest difficulty in 
attempting to modulate occurs at low frequencies. When the overall 
distortion is high between 50 and 400 cycles only, the trouble will 
usually be found in the modulator stage V104 or in the pulse circuitry 
just preceding it in stages V101 through V103. £ check of the wave- 
forms in stages V101 through V104 is advisable. These can be checked 
against drawing B- 65626. These waveforms were made with a calibrated 
scope type 524AD Textronix. If a calibrated scope is not available, 
an ordinary scope may be calibrated approximately by the following 
method: Peak to peak waveforms are always 2.$ times the RMS value 
of a sine wave. The hot scope lead can be connected to a 4zhot" fila- 

ment wire which should have an :IC voltage present of about 6.3 VAC. 
The peak to peak value would then be 17 or 1$ volts. The scope can 

then be calibrated accordingly by setting a reference point on the 

scope screen. 

The most important waveform to check is that at TP103. With V104 

removed from its socket, the waveform here should be a good sawtooth 
with an amplitude of 25 to 30 PP volts. The leading edge should be 

linear with no rounding off° When V104 is inserted and the bias 
properly set, the waveform will be i9cut" approximately in the middle 
horizontally. 
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When distortion occurs only between 10,000 and 15,000 cycles it is 
normally due to high noise or a clipping of sidebands in some tuned 
stage. The FM noise can be quickly checked. It should be somewhere 
in the vicinity of -60 db to assure that noise is not masking out a 
good distortion reading. The monitor should be checked for proper 
tune -up. Improper tune -up of the first two or three frequency multi - 
plier stages will cause a high distortion reading at high audio fre- 
quencies. If touching up the tuning slightly of L101 through L107 
decreases the distortion, a complete re -tune up of L101 through L107 
is indicated. L101, L102 and L103 are most likely to clip sidebands 
and cause high distortion at 15,000 cycles. 

B. Improper Frequency Response 

If frequency response is not correct the audio section should again be 
checked for proper response. The frequency response as noted at TP118 
should approximate :the desired overall frequency response. It usually 
will be two DB or so high at both extremes of the audio spectrum. 

Should the frequency response noted at TPll$ prove to be okay, but 
overall frequency response be down at 15,000 cycles, it will usually 
be caused by too narrow a bandwidth or mis- tuning of some of the low 
frequency multiplier stages L101 through L107. L101 through L103 are 
most apt to cause this difficulty. Improper tuning of the modulation 
and frequency monitor can also affect apparent frequency response. 

A change in the components associated with modulator stage V104 can 
cause poor low frequency response. This is especially true of C112, 
R118 and R117 or R119. 

C. Will Not Modulate At All 

This condition will probably resolve down to a dead audio stage. 
However, if audio is present at TPll$ and the carrier cannot be 
modulated, it is likely that C112 has developed a short. It is possible 
in some cases for V104 to be dead and still pass a carrier through due 
to the tube capacity. In such a case, modulation could not occur. 

D. FM Noise 

If FM noise exists, the audio stages can be quickly eliminated by pulling 
V115 from its socket. Noise in the audio stage can be caused by a 
heater -cathode leak or a filament wire lying near a grid connection. 
Hum from the power supply or improper regulation of the power supply can 
cause noise in the audio stages. 

If the noise is not located in the audio stages, the next most probable 
suspect is the pulse stages of V101 through V104. Any amplitude varia- 
tion in these stages will cause a P1frequency modulated' noise component. 
This could be caused by a heater- cathode leak or failure of a stage to 
properly limit. Hum from the power supply could also cause t his diffi- 
culty. Modulation at a 60 cycle rate can also be caused in the crystal 
circuit by induction from the crystal heater, 
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E. AM Noise 

Am noise is one fault that will not usually be traced to the audio 
stages because an amplitude variation in the audio stages causes an 
FM noise component to appear. While this type of difficulty can oc- 
cur in most any stage except the audio stages, it is most apt to pre- 
vail in one of the frequency multiplier stages and usually near the 
higher frequency end of the multiplier chain. Hum in 1371 coming from 
the power supply, heater cathode leakage or an intermittent connection 
can cause this defect. Hum from heater cathode leakage will show it- 
self as a 60 cycle component and power supply hum as a 120 cycle 
component. 

Typical RF Voltage Measurements. 

The following RF, voltage measurements were made using an HP Model 410B 
VTVM. The .'.0 probe (RF) was utilized in all cases. Also the probe was 
utilized in all cases. Also, the probe was placed into the circuit 
under test and that particular circuit then retuned for resonance. 
Frequency of the exciter unit was $$.l MC. It may be impossible to 
obtain these readings at the high end of the band if capacity or in- 
ductance can not be reduced a sufficient amount to obtain resonance 
when the probe is placed in the circuit. 

All values are RMS. 

Location 

Pin 5, V105 
Junction C11$,C119,L102 
Pin 1, V106 

Pin 5; V106 
Pin 1, V107 

Pin 5; V107 
Pin 1, V108 

Pin 5, V108 
Pin 1, V109 

Pin 5, V109 

J101; TP111 
J102, TP112 

Pin 5, V110 
Pin 6, V110 

Pin 1.& 2, V11® 
Pin 5, V111 
Pin 6, V111 

5/26/5e 

Reading 

13.5 V. 
8.2 V. 
6 V. 

1$ V. 
5.2 V. 

29 V. 
4.7 V. 

29 V. 
6.6 V. 

34 V. 

.47 V. 

.51 V . 

6.2 V. 
6.4 V. 

21 V. 
9 V. 

10.5 V. 
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Location 

V111 

V112 
V113 

V113 

Readings 

23 V. 
9 V. 

9.5 V. 

26 V. 
19 V. 

150 V. 

Pin 1'& 2, 

Pin 5, V112 
Pin 6, V112 

Pin 1 & 2, 
Pin 1 & 3, 

Pin 6 & $, 
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n_534 EXCITER 

PARTS LIST 

Symbol No. Gates Part No. Description 

A101 396 0045 000 Lamp, 6 -8 V. #47 
AT101 932 0016 001 Std. 75 micro -second pre - 

emphasis pad 

C101,0104, 
C108,C163, 
0162,0176 506 0017 000 Cap., .1 mfd., 400(W)V. D.C. 
C102 520 0301 000 Cap., Variable, 4.5 to 100 mmfd., 

shaft type 
0103 516 0193 000 Cap., .00015 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V. 

ceramic tubular 
C105 516 0185 000 Cap., .00005 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V. 

ceramic tubular 
C106,C115, 
C116,C117, 
C120,C121, 
C122 516 0082 000 Cap., .01 mfd., 1 KV. 

C107,C123, 
C125,C126, 
C127,C129, 
C130,C131, 
C134 516 0074 000 Cap., .005 mfd., +20 %, 1 KV, 

ceramic disc 
0109 506 0012 000 Cap., .03 mfd., 400(W)V. D.C. 
C110 520 0125 000 Cap., Variable, 4.5 to 100 mmfd. 
C111 516 0191 000 Cap., .0001 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V., 

ceramic tubular 
C112,C164 506 0065 000 Cap., 1 mfd., 400(W)V. D.C. 
C113,C118, 
0119 516 0175 000 Cap., .000015 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V. 

ceramic túbular 
C114,C135, 
C136,C142, 
C143,C145, 
0175 516 0054 000 Cap., .0001 mfd., +20 %, 1 KV, 

ceramic disc 
0124,0146 516 0172 000 Cap., .000005 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V. 

ceramic tubular 
C128,C132, 
C133 502 0183 000 Cap., 1 mmfd., +.5 mmfd., 500(W)V. 

silver mica 
0137,0144 516 0173 000 Cap., .0001 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V. 

ceramic tubular 
0138,0140 516 0252 000 Cap., .00033 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V. 

ceramic tubular 
C139,C141 516 0179 000 Cap., .000025 mfd., +10 %, 600(W)V. 

ceramic tubular 
C147,C148, 
C149,C150, 
C151,C153, 
0155,C156, 
0157 516 0043 000 Cap., 470 mmfd., +20 %, 1 KV, 

ceramic disc 
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Symbol No. Gates Part No. Description 

0152,0159 520 0112 000 Cap., Variable, 2.7 to 19.6 mmfd. 
0154,C158 520 0169 000 Cap., Variable, 2.4 to 10.8 mmfd. 

(butterfly type) 
C160 516 0195 000 Cap., .0002 mfd., +10/ 600 V (W) 

(ceramic type) 
0161 516 0063 000 Cap., .002 mfd., 1000(W) V DC 

(disc ceramic) 
C165,C166 524 0013 000 Cap., Filter 30/30 mfd @ 525 V (W)Dt 
C167 522 0133 000 Cap., Filter, 16 mfd., 450 V. (W) 
C168,C169, 
C170,C171, 
C172,C173 516 0250 000 Cap., 500 mmfd., +20 %, 500 V. DC 

ceramic, button type. 
C174 516 0227 000 Cap., 500 mmfd., +20 %, 500 V. (W) 

DC ceramic feedthru type 
C177 506 0016 000 Cap., .5 mfd., 400 V (W) DC 

F101 598 0079 000 Fuse, 1 -1/2 amp, 3 AG Slo -Blo 
F102 398 0006 000 Fuse, 1/8 amp, 3 AG 

HR101 558 0001 000 Crystal Oven w /internal octal 
socket, 6.3 V. heater for 
operation at 60 °C. 

J101,J102 612 0237 000 Receptacle,UG- 290A /U 

L101 913 1104 001 Freq. Multiplier Coil Assembly 
L102,L103 913 1105 001 Freq. Multiplier Coil Assembly 
L1rQ4 913 1106 001 Freq. Multiplier Coil Assembly 
L105 913 1107 001 Freq. Multiplier Coil Assembly 
L106,L107 913 1108 001 Freq. Multiplier Coil Assembly 
L108,L109 913 1109 001 Freq. Multiplier Coil Assembly 
L110,L111 913 1110 001 Freq. Multiplier Coil Assembly 
L112,L115 492 0025 000 Coil, 2 to 3.7 uh 
L113 492 0027 000 Coil, 3.4 to 7 uh. 
L114 492 0024 000 Coil, Var. w /Brass Slug 
L116 913 1112 001 6J6 Plate Coil 
L117 913 1113 001 Grid Coil for V113 
L118 913 1114 001 Plate Coil for V113 
L119 Output Coupling Coil for V113 
L120 494 0110 000 R.F. Choke, 3.3 uh 
L122,L123, 
L126,L127, 
L128 494 0004 000 R.F. Choke. 
L121 476 0013 000 Choke, 6 hy. Co 160 MA 165 ohms 
L124,L125 913 1116 001 Isolation Choke for AC Line 

P101,P102 610 0238 000 Plug, UG -88/U 
P103 620 0122 000 Adapter, right angle 
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Symbol No. Gates Part No. Description 

R101,R165, 
R166 540 0218 000 Res., 2.2 megohm, 1/2 W., , 10% 
R102,R113, 
R118,R122, 
R125,R129, 
R133,R144 540 0186 000 Res., 4700 ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R103,R124 540 0082 000 Res., 24K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R104,R109, 
R112,R139, 
R158,R159, 
R164 540 0202 000 Res., 100K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R105,R152, 
R168 540 0190 000 Res., 10K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R106,R114 540 0207 000 Res., 270K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R107,R115 540 0762 000 Res., 68K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
R108 540 0180 000 Res., 1500 ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
Rl10 540 0182 000 Res., 2200 ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R111,R121, 
R128,R132, 
R136,R138, 
R141,R142, 
R145,R146, 
R149,R150, 
R162,R163 540 0206 000 Res., 220K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R116 540 0208 000 Res., 330K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R117 540 0198 000 Res., 47K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R119 550 0071 000 Pot., 50,000 ohm, linear 
R123,R126, 
R127,R130, 
R131,R120, 
R134,R135 540 0210 000 Res., 470K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R137 540 0184 000 Res., 3300 ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R140 540 0056 000 Res., 2K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R143,R147 540 0760 000 Res., 4'7K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
R148 540 0178 000 Res., 1K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R151 540 0752 000 Res., 10K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
R153 542 0064 000 Res., 250 ohm, 10 W. 
R154 540 0166 000 Res., 100 ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R155 550 0073 000 Pot., 100K ohm, linear 
R156,R169 540 0756 000 Res., 22K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
R157 540 0194 000 Res., 22K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R160 540 0189 000 Res., 8200 ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R161 540 0183 000 Res., 2700 ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R167 542 0095 000 Res., 10K ohm, 10 W. 
R170 540 0478 000 Res., 6800 ohm, 1 W., 10% 
R171 540 0213 000 Res., 820K ohm, 1/2 W., 10% 
R172 540 0754 000 Res., 15K ohm, 2 W., 10% 
8173 550 0067 000 Pot., 10K ohm, linear 
R174 913 2346 001 Res. Assembly, .1 ohm 
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Symbol No, 

S101 

T101 

T102 
T103 

TB101 

TP101,TP1029 
TP103,TP104, 
TP105,TP106, 
TP107,TP108, 
TP109,TP110, 
TP111,TP112, 
TP113,TP114, 
TP115,TP116, 
TP117,TP118, 
TP119 
TP120,TP121 

V101,V105, 
V106,V107, 
V108,V109, 
V118 
V102,V103, 
V114 
V104 
V110,V111, 
V112 
V113 
V115 
V116 
V117 
V119,V120 

XA101 

XAT1,(X0165, 
10166) XV116, 
XV117 

XF101,XF102 
XHR101. 
XV101,X'V105, 
XV106,XV107, 
XV108,XV109, 
XV110,XV111, 
XV112 , XV115 u 
1YV118,XV119, 
XV120 
XV102,XV103, 
XV104.XV113, 
XV114 

Y101 

9/29/61 

Gates Part No. 

604 0005 000 

472 0085 000 

472 0144 000 
472 0248 000 

614 0054 000 

612 0312 000 
612 0311 000 

370 0040 000 

370 0116 000 
370 0112 000 

370 0082 000 
370 0054 000 
370 0032 000 
370 0133 000 
370 0158 000 
370 0001 000 

406 0057 000 

404 0068 000 

402 0021 000 
404 0053 000 

404 0038 000 

404 0042 000 

Description 

Toggle Switch 

Heater Transformer, Pri. 115 V., 
50/60 Cy., Sec. 6.3 V. C.T. @ 
1,2 Amp. 
Transformer, Audio Input 
Transformer, Power 

Terminal Board 

Test Point Jack 
Test Point Jack 

Tube, 6AU6 

Tube, ECC83 /12AX7 
Tube, 12AT7 

Tube, 6J6 
Tube, 6360 
Tube, 6AQ5A 
Tube, GZ34 /5AR4 S 
Tube , 6080 
Tube, 0A2 

Pilot Light Assembly, Clear 

Socket, Octal, Mica filled 

Fuseholder 
Crystal Oven Socket 

Socket, 7 pin miniature, mica filled 

Socket, 9 pin noval, mica filled 

Crystal in T9D Holder 

-4- M5534 Exciter 
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WARRANTY 

This equipment is warranted by Gates Radio Company of Quincy, Illinois 
to be free from defects in workmanship and material and will be repair- 
ed or replaced in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth 
below: 

1. Gates Radio Company believes that the purchaser has every right to 
expect first -class quality, materials and workmanship and has created 
rigid inspection and test procedures to that end, and excellent pack- 
ing methods to assure arrival of equipment in good condition at desti- 
nation. 

2. Gates Radio Company will endeavor to make emergency shipments at 
the earliest possible time giving consideration to all conditions. 

3.. Gates Radio Company warrants new equipment of its manufacture for 
one (1) year, (six (6) months on moving parts), against breakage or 
failure of parts due to imperfection of workmanship or material, its 
obligation being limited to repair or replacement of defective parts 
upon return thereof f.o.b. Gates Radio Company's factory, within the 
applicable period of time stated. Electron tubes shall bear only the 
warranty of the manufacturer thereof in effect at the time of the 
shipment to the purchaser. Other manufacturers' equipment covered by 
a purchaser's order will carry only such manufacturers' standard 
warranty. These warranty periods cormence from the date of invoice 
and continue in effect as to all notices, alleging a defect covered 
by this warranty, received by Gates Radio Company prior to the ex- 
piration of the applicable warranty period. 

The following will illustrate features of the Gates Radio Company 
warranty: 

Transmitter Parts: The main power or plate transformer, modula- 
tion transformer, modulation reactor, main tank variable 
condensers all bear the one (1) year warranty mentioned 
above. 

Moving Parts: As stated above, these are warranted for a period 
of six (6) months. 

Electron Tubes: As stated, electron tubes will bear such warranty, 
if any, as provided by the manufacturer at the time of 
their shipment. Gates Radio Company will make such 
adjustments with purchasers as given to Gates Radio 
Company by the tube manufacturer. 

All other component arts (except as otherwise stated): Warranted 
for oné Zl) year. 

Abuse: Damage resulting from abuse, an Act of God, or by fire, 
wind, rain, hail, in transportation, or by reason of 
any other cause or condition, except normal usage, is 
not covered by this warranty. 

4. Operational warranty - Gates Radio Company warrants that any new 
transmitter of its manufacture, when properly installed by purchaser 
and connected with a suitable electrical load, will deliver the speci- 
fied radio frequency power output at the output terminal(s) of the 
transmitter, but Gates Radio Company makes no warranty or representa- 
tion as to the coverage or range of such apparatus. If a transmitter 
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does not so perform, or in the event that any equipment sold by 
Gates Radio Company does not conform to any written statement in a 
contract of sale relative to its operating characteristics or capa- 
bilities, the sale liability of Gates Radio Company shall be, at the 
option of Gates Radio Company, either to demonstrate the operation 
of the equipment in conformance with its warranty, or to replace it 
with equipment conforming to its warranty, or to accept its return, 
f.o.b. purchaser's point of installation and refund to purchaser all 
payments made on the equipment, without interest. Gates Radio Company 
shall have no responsibility to the purchaser under a warranty with 
respect to operation of equipment unless purchaser shall give Gates 
Radio Company a written notice, within one (1) month after arrival of 
equipment at purchaser's shipping point, that the equipment does not 
conform to such warranty. 

5. Any item alleged by a purchaser to be defective, and not in conform- 
ance with a warranty of Gates Radio Company shall not be returned to 
Gates Radio Company until after written permission has been first ob- 
tained from the Gates Radio Company home office for such return. 
Where a replacement part must be supplied under a warranty before the 
defective part can .be returned for inspection, as might be required 
to determine the cause of a defect, purchaser will be invoiced in full 
for such .part, and if it is determined that an adjustment in favor of 
the purchaser is required, a credit for an adjustment will be given 
by Gates Radio Company upon its receipt and inspection of a part so 
returned. 

6. All shipments by Gates Radio Company under a warranty will be 
f.o.b. Quincy, Illinois or f.o.b. the applicable Gates Radio Company 
shipping point. 

7. Gates Radio Company is not responsible for the loss of, or damage 
to, equipment during transportation or for injuries to persons or 
damage to property arising out of the use or operation of Gates equip- 
ment. If damage or loss during transportation occurs, or if the 
equipment supplied by Gates Radio Company is otherwise damaged, Gates 
will endeavor to make shipment of replacement parts at the earliest 
possible time giving consideration to all conditions. It is the 
responsibility of a purchaser to file any claim for loss or damage 
in transit with the transportation company and Gates will cooperate 
in the preparation of such claims to the extent feasible when so 
requested. 

8. Gates Radio Company, in fulfilling its obligations under its 
warranties, shall not be responsible for delays in deliveries due to 
depleted stock, floods, wars, strikes, power failures, transportation 
delays, or failure of suppliers to deliver, acts of God, or for any 
condition beyond the control of Gates that may cause a delayed de- 
livery. 

9. This warranty may not be transferred by the original purchaser 
and no party, except the original purchaser, whether by operation of 
law or otherwise, shall have or acquire any rights against Gates 
Radio Company by virtue of this warranty. 

10. Gates Radio Company reserves the right to modify or rescind, 
without notice, any warranty herein except that such modification or 
rescission shall not affect a warranty in effect on equipment at the 
time of its shipment. In the event of a conflict between a warranty 
in a proposal and acceptance and a warranty herein, the warranty in 
the proposal and acceptance shall prevail. 

11. This warranty shall be applicable to all standard Gates catalog 
items sold on or after March 1, 1960. 

Gates Radio Company 
12/13/61 Quincy, Illinois 
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3X 
X- TAL 

V105 V106 
6AU6 6AU6 
X3 X2 

.3-.375 MC. .61 -,75 MC. 

TP105 TPIO6 

V104 
12AT7 

MODULATOR 

TP 104 

6X 
X- TAL 

TP107 

V107 
6AU6 
X3 

1.83-2.25 MC. 

18X 
X- TAL 

GATES RADIO COMPANY 
ILLINOIS 

C-77972 
SCALE 

LIST OF PARTS 
OTT. ITEM REFERENCE FIN. DESCRIPTION MATERIAL 

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS 
OVERALL FREQUENCY MULTIPLICATION, 864 

36X 108 X 216 X 
X- TAL X -TAL X- TAL 

TP103 

V103 
I2AX7 

SAWTOOTH 

TP102 

V102 
I 2AX7 

SHAPER 

TP 101 

V101 
6AU6 
OSC. 

X-TáL 

100-125 KC 

TP 108 

V108 
6AU6 

X2 
3.66- 4.5 MC. 

TP120 

TPI 18 

NOTE: 
ATTOI ISA PLUG-IN UNIT. MAY BE FLAT OR 
CONTAIN STANDARD 75 MICRO - SECOND 
FRE- EMPHASIS: SEE A31143 

TP121 

r 

TP109 

VIO 9 
6AU6 

X3 

II-13.5 MC. 

J101 

TPIII 

VI 16 

GZ34 /5AR4 
RECTIFIER 

V I 10 
6J6 
X2 

22-28 MC 

TPI10 

COAX 

VI17 
6080 

SERIES 
REGULATOR 

JI 02 

TPI12 

TPII9 

VI 18 
6AU6 

CONTROL 

TPI13 

VIII 
6J6 
X2 

44-54 MC 

432X 
X- T AL 

C 
TP114 

VI12 
6J6 

X2 

88-108 MC 

864X 
X- TAL 

PWR.AMP 

NOTE: 

JI01, J102 MAY BE USED 
TO INSERT MULTIPLEX SUB -CARRIERS. 

+320 VOLTS 
(7140 MA. 
ALL STAGES 

VI I9 
0A2 

REFERENCE 

V120 
0A2 

REFERENCE 

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY PORTION OF EXCITER PANEL L SUPPLIES VOLTAGES TO ALL STAGES. 

V113 
6360 

XI 

88-108 MC 

TPI15 TPI16 

J 103 

R.F. OUTPUT 
0-10 WATTS 

V 
TPI17 

EXPLANATIONS: 

7 
NOTATIONS MADE JUST ABOVE THE UPPER ROW OF BLOCKS 
GIVE INFO. ON HOW MANY TIMES X -TAL FREQUENCY HAS 
BEEN RAISED AT THAT POINT. (EXAMPLE 216 X X -TAL MEANS 
THAT CIRCUITS BETWEEN VI10 8 VIII ARE TUNED TO 216 
TIMES CRYSTAL FREQUENCY.) 

X2 MEANS STAGE IS A DOUBLER. 
X3 MEANS STAGE IS A TRIPLIER. 

FREQUENCIES NOTED IN BLOCKS REFER TO THE PLATE 

1 

CIRCUIT OF THAT STAGE. 

-APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF TEST POINTS ARE SHOWN BY 
TPIOI THRU TP12I. 

TITLEFUNCTIONAL 
BLOCK DIAGRAM 

EXCITER UNIT M -5534 
MTL 

DATE :r/i órE ay C-77972 
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CC 

° 

rci 
ii., 

GATES RADIO COMPANY 
(,UINCY, ILLINOIS 

A -3/N3 
SCALE 

4. 
ó Ó Ó Z Ô , LIST OF PARTS 

QTY. QTY. QTY. QTY. ITEM REFERENCE 
PT. 
OR 

G.N. 
FIN. DESCRIPTION MATL. 

/SO -ri- /S0 *n- 
"".^..,.1/4/Nts ® " 0 

/NPL/T /80-n- /8o -n- CUTíaL/T t = Goo -el. fr = 600 -1- 

© o 5N/EL D O /soA- /SO '4- 

A, FLAT PAD A- 7G66 -/0/ 7 
//l/SERT/O/V LOSS l7, S" DS S'O TD /4-000 CYCLES 
(C AE? C L &-o NUmI3Fx-S S//0 A/ CO/VNECT/O1(Cs TO 00741- PL U0 

I(.o3MD 

270 n. 270-el- 

I/VPUT 
Z = 600 

;/50 -II- 
OUTPUT 
t- 600 S/,q,c{_ --- ,O/ MFO. 

S7-1/ELQ 

© 270-n- .270 z 0 a 
........ , 

I 

B. P/zF--E'MPHAS/S PA0 /115¢86 
/NSeeT/p/V LOSs /7, SOB. 

(.SWE ES- /7O FOaC 2FSPd4/,sa 
(C/,ECLEO N41/+75E,e'S SA-1014/ 

. 0 3 /yFO. 

AT 9'00 C YCL E$ 
CU/eV) 

CO/VA/EC T/oA/S TO OCTAL PLUi) 

CH. SY 

DATE 

MTL. TITLE ,,sC/e/,g T/C roe PL (./q -Pi/ 
7 // PlNS cSE/ /N ÿ'ATES FM 
Te,4NSN//TT.CS /ysr9 7 

N-Ess orHaRwis snc1co, A rOLCRANCCS c11 
C ONIOt. 

A-3/ !3 
/ 

DR. B 
1 

DATIV/0 
ENG. FIN. 
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1 

TP101 PIN I, V101 

32VPP 

TPI03, V104 OUT 

AA-128vpP 

66V P P 

(ALMOST SINE) 

TPI03, V104 IN 

PIN 5,VIOI PIN 1,7, V102 TP102 

80VPP 72VPP 

PIN I, V104 PIN 7, VI04 

52VPP 
. 1 

NOTE: 
THE ABOVE PP WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS WERE 
MADE WITH A MODEL 524 AD TEXTRONIX SCOPE. 
AN UNCALIBRATED SCOPE MAY BE CALIBRATED BY 
USING FILAMENT VOLTAGE TO SET A REFERENCE. 
PEAK TO PEAK VOLTAGE EQUALS 2.8 X RMS VALUE. 
6.3 VAC = 17.5VPP. 

TPI04 

I5VPP 

TYPICAL WAVE FORMS OF 
STAGES VI01 THROUGH V104 
M5534 EXCITER 

B-65626 
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